Mr President and Gentlemen : The subject which I have chosen for this evening is one which is very much neglected, although its importance cannot be too highlyestimated; so I trust that these few details which I will try to place before you as clearly as possible, will be of use to the student. Not that it will help him much towards obtaining his degree, but one which will be of some practical benefit afterwards.
It is very important to the young practitioner that his first few cases should be successful, and there is nothing which will injure his reputation so much as a badly adjusted artificial plate. Patients may not be able to tell if through some unfortunate condition one is unable to bring to a satisfactory conclusion some operation in filling, etc., but they are able to recognize immediately whether an artificial denture is comfortable or not; and one badly fitting case may mean the loss of many patients, especially at the commencement of a man's career.
I will endeavor in this short paper to describe the difficulties we are likely to meet with in different cases, and the best methods which my short experience has taught me to overcome them. Although there is apparently a sameness about the taking of the bite in each case we meet, yet there are many little details which must not be overlooked; otherwise we will meet with failures, and it is to these important details I will call your attention. To this molar we should naturally fit a band, and I will try to show you how the presence of this molar and band may be the cause of an incorrect bite. This case should be set up with the six fronts and wax at the back to oppose the lower teeth. When the plate is being tried in, it is quite possible that on account of the band fitting badly, or fitting too tightly, the plate tilts down on the opposite side, and it is to this titling that I would call your attention, for if the plate does not fit up into position accurately the bite is sure to be short on that side which tilts; to remedy which would mean removing and lowering the teeth on that side. So, before we get the patient to bite into the wax, we must make sure that the plate goes well up into position and remains there while the bite is being taken. If it is found impossible to keep the plate in position, a good plan is to put an additional quantity of wax on the side opposite to the molar, keeping it rather harder than the other side, and this will force it up into position; or an instrument might be pressed up on that side into the wax. 
